
 
Organization: Kenan Center 
Job title: Marketing Assistant (MA) 2017  
Reports to: Elaine Harrigan, Marketing Communications Manager 
 
Job Purpose: Assist in the creation and dissemination of marketing communications to our constituents and public through a variety of 
channels to further their awareness and support for our mission. MA intern will have opportunities to learn all aspects of the Kenan Center 
and its role in providing cultural, educational, and recreational opportunities to the community while also contributing to quality 
communications efforts and a more in-depth understanding  of our constituents through knowledge gathering and research. 
 
Tasks and Responsibilities: 
 
Marketing Communications: Assists with writing and distribution of press releases and entry of event details online. Assists with updating 
email databases and categorizing email recipients by appropriate segments. Works with other departments to collect email addresses of 
current participants. 
 
Social Media: Contributes content and graphic design for Facebook, Twitter and Instagram pages and assists with tracking and analyzing 
stats.  
 
Audience Development:  Enters and produces reports from surveys and other response mechanisms related to events; creates surveys 
as directed by Marketing Communications Manager and reports on results; conducts research that adds to our knowledge of Kenan Center 
constituents including, but not limited to, developing mechanisms to collect data on members, volunteers, and program participants. 
 
Promotional Design/Distribution: Produces flyers and other promotional materials depending on graphic skill ability, and assists in the 
distribution of marketing materials in the community. 
 
Archiving: Assists with tasks related to maintaining marketing archives including clip files, print samples, image files, and other records. 
 
Events & Programs: Occasionally assists staff on major events. If student has an interest in special events, art exhibitions, or education, 
we will provide opportunities to assist in those areas.  
 
Location: All tasks take place in the administrative offices at 433 Locust St.  
 
Qualifications: Highly self-motivated, well-organized and able to work independently. Education in marketing communications, public 
relations, museum studies, digital marketing, or journalism. Computer skills and knowledge of various computer programs including 
Microsoft Office is essential; experience with social media sites desirable.  Experience and/or skill in photography, graphic design, desktop 
publishing, or journalism, and basic video shooting/editing a plus.  
 
Working Conditions: Almost all work will be indoors at a desk. Primarily works independently. Some weekend work on special summer 
events including the weekend of June 2-4 for 100 American Craftsmen and July 8 for 50th Anniversary Community Day.  
 
Physical Requirements:  Walk 25-acre Kenan campus, between venues, and up and down stairs. Able to sit at a computer for long 
periods of time. Comfortable business dress for office work; more traditional business attire required for public events. Summer wear 
prohibited (ex. flip flops, shorts, t-shirts, tank tops, see-through tops or dresses.)  
 
 
Approved by: ________________________________________________________________________________________ 
        Kenan Center Executive Director 
 
Date Approved: _______________________________________________ 
 
Reviewed: ___________________________________________________ 
(date when job description was last reviewed) 
 

 


